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            ISSA 2012 Contest Sanction Application Rev 1.0 

Name, phone, email of contest organizer: 

Nikolai Efutin, +79523639176, efutin.kolya@yandex.ru 

Dates of Contest: Title of Contest: 

7-9 september 2019 (9.09 is 
reserve day) 

Slalom Petersburg battle 2019 

Location of Contest: Number and type of events at this contest (hybrid, tight, etc): 

In the park opposite  
Lunacharsky 112/2 

Giant, hybrid, straight  

Sanction status desired (check 
attachement) 

Classes of competitors: (Open, 
Jr, Women, etc) 

# Of runs per competitor, 
qualification method, 
bracketing method: 

Main Pro,Am, masters, women, 
juniors, teens, kids 

Giant: 3 attempts ,the winner is 
the participant with the best time 
Hybrid and straight : 2 attempts 
rating depends of time and after 
the qualification will be H2H. 
 

Permits, insurance, arrangements for road closures, etc: 

not required 

Prizes and value of prizes to be awarded: 

Not money prizes. restaurant coupon and may be skate stuffs 

Venue description (surface, pitch, length, cone distance, etc).  Please describe the hill and course 
as completely as possible: 

For hybrid and stright asphalt is good , fine-grained without slope. Length about 200 meters 

For a giant steep hill , which has a gentle roll with a turn to the right. 

Venue attractions (local attractions for non-skaters): 

Green area, you can put chairs or pull the hammock 

Media Coverage: 

Social media only 

Competitor amenities (lodging, meals, gifts, etc): 

For participants there will be food, water all days. In this part of the city it is better to rent a house through 
AirBnB 

Race Equipment (timing system, displays, safety gear, etc.): 

Timing system with the ability to broadcast the results online 

Starting Ramps description (height, width, s-shaped or straight, material): 

s-shaped ramps, about 1.20 meters in height and 50 cm in width. Metal construction with wooden ramp 

Race Personnel (experience, training, etc)    Please include Contest Organizer and contact info: 

Nikolai Efutin, +79523639176, efutin.kolya@yandex.ru 
Those competion will be 3th for me. 
 

Spectators (expected number, other attractions for spectators, provision for, etc.) 

the race is focused on the participants 

mailto:efutin.kolya@yandex.ru
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for fans there will be a zone for supervision, also they will be able to get different skate things or food. 

Rules:  Describe ALL exceptions to the ISSA rules, clarification of rules, competitors allowed or 
restricted, and any other special rules that will apply to this contest.   ISSA RACING RULES 

we will adhere to the rules of the Federation 

 

http://www.slalomskateboarder.com/Media/2010ISSARules.pdf
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Contest Description: 
Replace this text with a description of this contest.  Try to describe why this contest deserves the desired 
sanction status.  This could include past event history, sponsorships, organization, community support, 
etc. 

Race Event #1 description: 
Replace this text with a description of Event #1 in this contest.  Create a section for each event in this 
contest.  Be as clear as possible in describing the race event to the competitors so they know what to 
expect.   PLEASE INCLUDE:   Who will set the course, when will the course be set, as complete 
description of the course and surface as possible… 

 


